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Hello Area 72, District 46 has been very busy trying to reach the still suffering
alcoholic. It was discovered that our telephone answering service was not
reaching volunteers as was hoped with an updated phone list of volunteers so we,
of course, started an ad hoc committee to solve this problem and came to find out
that most people didn’t have the correct number in their phones. They had the
hotline number but that isn’t the number they call volunteers from so we called
everyone on the hotline list to correct the number and things have improved
dramatically. We were all excited to find it was a simple fix and now the still
suffering alcoholic who calls gets to speak to someone in their area who
understands. We are thrilled with the results. Thanks to our PI chair and our
phone coordinator for their hard work. Our PI chair is also very busy, despite her
moving and family commitments, checking to make sure all libraries have at least
a couple of Big Books to lend out and making sure we can be found by following
up on our advertising and distributing our district business card which displays our
Area QR code to find meetings easily.

Our Schedules coordinator has been working very diligently with our Web
chairs along with GSR’s to try to keep with continuous changes being made in the
district with meetings going back to in person, groups trying out hybrid to try to
be “all inclusive”, as well as the new meetings that have started in the past couple
of months. We know it is a huge challenge to stay on top of it and appreciate her
efforts and our Web boys for their patience.

We also have our Accessibility chair very involved in the Remote Communities
issue and now the Elder Community outreach. We are thrilled as a district for her
passion in these areas.

Our CPC chair has become our contact with the military here on the Whidbey
Island and we are thrilled to be making more of an effort in that regard since we
have many military families here.

Our Corrections chair is working well with our Area Corrections chair and we
look forward to her report after their latest Quarterly. Her efforts in continuing the
meetings at the local jail with the intense work with jail officials has proven fruitful
as Island County Jail has been having weekly meetings almost all of the “Covid
year” virtually and has been a great resource for the men and women who are



incarcerated. She has been a been forward thinking in this regard and I know the
incarcerated men and women in Island County Jail appreciate her efforts.

Our Web chair and Alternate are working tirelessly in regards to the schedules,
our website, our new newsletter and now their “expertise” or perhaps it will be
their “patience” with our newly purchased “OWL MEETING PRO”. Since our
District has passed a motion that all future district meetings will be hybrid this is
extremely important to us all. Since we are one of those Remote Communities we
have been talking about this past year and our meetings span 5 Islands and only
one is accessible without a ferry, we are hoping this will entice those who weren’t
capable to be of service before to at least consider being of service to the District
because of our use of virtual forums now. We are excited for the future of our
District with this new tool in our arsenal. Our first official hybrid District meeting
will be August 21st from Orcas Island. We will let you know how this improves our
outreach and work in the District communities after that.

Some groups are trying hybrid meetings and are having an issue with some people
refusing to do hybrid because of a fear that their anonymity will be broken. I
would love to hear any conversations or solutions. I believe that COVID showed us
that we weren’t as “all inclusive” as we could be and that “virtual” platforms have
added a level of outreach we hadn’t consider before, at least in our District.
The question, is “ Is your anonymity at a higher level of risk in a virtual platform
than it is at an in-person meeting?”

I so appreciate those in District 46 and their level of service, they are awesome!

In loving service,
Michele Mentzos


